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Abstract

The precise location of the needle tip is critical in robot-assisted needle-based percutaneous interventions. An automatic needle tip measuring system based on binocular vision technology with the advantages of non-contact, excellent accuracy and high stability is designed and evaluated. First the measurement requirements of the prostate intervention robot are introduced. A laser interferometer is used as the reference for measuring the position of the needle tip whose relative position variation is described as the needle tip distance in the time domain. The parameters of the binocular cameras are obtained by Zhang’s calibration method. Then a robust needle tip extraction algorithm is specially designed to detect the pixel coordinates of the needle tip without installing the marked points. Once the binocular cameras have completed the stereo matching, the 3D coordinates of the needle tip are estimated. The measurement capability analysis (MCA) is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed system. The accuracy of the system can be controlled within 0.3621 mm. The agreement analysis is conducted by the Bland–Altman analysis, and the Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.999847. The P/T ratio value is 16.42\% in the repeatability analysis. The results indicate that the accuracy and stability of the binocular vision needle tip measuring system are adequate to meet the requirement for the needle tip measurement in percutaneous interventions.
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1. Introduction

Prostate cancer is one of the most frequently diagnosed cancer among men in the world and ranks second most frequent cancer with 1.3 million new cases and the fifth leading cause of cancer death in men according to the status report on the global cancer statistics in 2018 [1]. Robot-assisted percutaneous prostate intervention under Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI)-guidance is
becoming a promising therapy method because of its advantages such as safety, accuracy, and efficiency [2, 3]. The MRI-guided robot-assisted prostate intervention can be divided into two phases i.e. needle placement and needle penetration. The accuracy in the placement phase is critical for the efficiency of the penetration phase. However, the needle tip cannot be detected by the MRI before the needle is inserted into the prostate. Therefore, a measurement system has to be established to inspect the position of the needle tip during the placement phase.

Stereo vision, as a typical measurement technology, is widely used in many areas, such as geometry measuring, robot path correction, and quality inspection [4–13]. Xiang et al. [14] used the binocular vision technology and the relative measurement principle to determine the bayonet sizes of large automobile brake pads. The tests of repeatability, bias, and real-time performance were conducted to validate that the proposed system met the requirements of online measurement. Li et al. [15] proposed an automatic in-line ball height and coplanarity inspection method based on stereo vision technology to detect the potential connectivity in semi-conductor units. The measurement results were compared with those from the laser-scanning and confocal inspection tools. The measurement capability analysis (MCA) procedure was applied and showed high accuracy, repeatability, and reproducibility of the inspection method.

The stereo vision can be used in the inspection of medical devices. Lin et al. [16] proposed a near-infrared optical tracking system to measure the position of surgical tools. The position of a surgical tool was marked by near-infrared light-emitting diode chips installed on it. The accuracy of the position of the surgical tool regarding light-emitting points was evaluated and the mean square errors were less than 0.31 mm. Jiang et al. [17] used the binocular vision measurement principle to investigate medical punctures. The targets were marked with circular points which were transformed into elliptic points in the actual image process and a target extraction algorithm was proposed. The experiment results showed that the deviation of the 3 axes was about 2 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm. Zhou et al. [18] designed a stereo vision tracking system to navigate the surgical instruments. Optical infrared LEDs mounted on a surgical instrument were used to mark its position. An algorithm was designed to extract the marker’s pixel coordinates. An accuracy simulation was conducted and the results showed that the system satisfies the requirements of surgical navigation.

The common method used in the navigation of a surgical instrument is installing marked points which can be easily identified by cameras. Spatial coordinates of the marked points are extracted with a specifically designed algorithm. However, most of the marked points are difficult to mount on the tip of a standard insertion needle and some electrical marked points such as LEDs or light-emitting chips are strictly forbidden in the MRI environment for the MR safeuse. In addition, the spatial coordinates extraction from some marked points would induce superfluous detection errors. Thus, a needle tip position detection method specifically for the insertion needle without any marked points is required. Most of the non-contact needle tip position detection methods in the robot-assisted prostate intervention are medical imaging technologies such as ultrasound (US), computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance image (MRI). These technologies are expensive and lack universality since they are only used in hospitals with special requirements regarding the environment and needle insertion robot. For example, some needle insertion robots with ferromagnetic material are forbidden in the MRI environment. The stereo vision method is an alternative non-contact method of precise detection of the position of the needle tip. Compared with the medical imaging technologies, the stereo vision method with its low cost, real-time detection and high accuracy features can be easily used in laboratories in the development of the percutaneous needle insertion robot as well as and satisfy the measuring accuracy requirements of the needle tip positioning. Therefore, based on the stereo vision technology, a needle tip measurement system used for the prostate intervention robot is proposed. Accuracy is the most
common indicator for evaluating the performance of the majority of the stereo vision system. There are few researches on the stability and agreement of the stereo vision system. Inspired by [14] and [15], an MCA having the accuracy, agreement, and repeatability is proposed as a means to evaluate the position of the needle tip.

In this paper, an accurate binocular vision system used for inspecting the needle tip position of a prostate intervention robot is designed and evaluated. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The prostate intervention robot and the system establishment are introduced briefly in Section 2. The design details of the binocular vision system are presented in Section 3. The evaluation of the proposed system by using the MCA is described in Section 4. The conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. System overview

2.1. The prostate intervention robot

The proposed binocular vision system is used for needle tip detection in a prostate intervention robot. The expected accuracy of the robot determined by the size of the prostate cancer foci is essential for the design of the binocular vision system. As a classical progressive disease, the malignant potential of prostate cancer tends to increase with tumor volume. Some researchers reported that prostate cancer tumor volume and Gleason Grades are two vital factors used to predict cancer progression. It is not clinically significant when tumor volume is not more than 0.5 cc and Gleason Grades is under 4 [19, 20]. The prostate cancer tumors are usually assumed to be spherical and the 0.5 cc tumor volume corresponds to a sphere with a radius of approximately 4.92 mm. According to [21–24], the placement accuracy of the most precise percutaneous needle insertion robot is about 2–3 mm.

The photography of the prostate intervention robot which is supposed to be evaluated with the proposed binocular vision system is shown in Fig. 1. The needle mounted on the robot is a standard 18-gauge titanium needle, 150.0 mm in length and 1.67 mm in diameter, and specifically used for prostate intervention. The robot is fully driven by ultrasonic motors with a theoretical linear displacement resolution of 0.488 μm in 3 orthogonal directions. The designed strokes of the robot for the 3 directions are 28 mm, 22 mm, and 15 mm respectively. The proposed binocular vision system should be adequate to measure the needle tip position of the robot.

![Fig. 1. The photography of the prostate intervention robot.](image-url)
2.2. System establishment

The binocular vision system includes a standalone computer, two CMOS cameras (U-300C, MindVision) with a resolution of 2048 × 1436 pixels and a pixel size of 3.2 μm. Each camera is equipped with a 6 mm f/1.4 lens. The cameras are mounted on aluminum support, and the distance between the two cameras is about 72 mm. The background is white and the fluorescent lamp, common in many venues including laboratories and MRI scanner rooms, is used as the lighting condition. The titanium needle may reflect the light ray which can affects the gray value of the pixel in the needle image. The influence can be eliminated by adjusting the relative positions of the needle and the fluorescent lamp and modifying the binarization threshold during the needle tip extraction process.

To evaluate the performance of the binocular vision system, an experimental system was constructed as shown in Fig. 2a. The experimental system includes the binocular vision system, the needle insertion robot, and a laser interferometer. The needle tip is in the field of view of the two cameras in the design stroke of the robot. The needle images acquired by the two cameras are illustrated in Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d. The measurement capability of the binocular vision system was evaluated by a laser interferometer system (Renishaw XL-80) with a linear measurement accuracy of ±0.5 μm/m and a resolution of 1 nm. In the laser interferometer system, the fixed-length reference arm is formed by the beam-splitter and the first retro-reflector while the second retro-reflector is mounted on the robot parallel to the insertion direction of the needle.

![Fig. 2. The measurement capability evaluation system. a) Overall experiment setup. b) Top view of the needle insertion robot. c) Image of the needle in the left camera. d) Image of the needle in the right camera.](image)

The spatial position of the needle tip sampled by the binocular vision system is denoted as $P_{i-1} (x_{i-1}, y_{i-1}, z_{i-1})$, while the position obtained by the laser interferometer is $l_{i-1}$. After the needle was driven for a certain distance in the insertion direction, the position of the needle tip was sampled by the binocular vision system and the laser interferometer again and represented as $P_i (x_i, y_i, z_i)$ and $l_i$ respectively. The Euclidean distance of the needle tip (retro-reflector) obtained by the binocular vision system and the laser interferometer is represented as $d_{\text{vision}}$ and $d_{\text{laser}}$.
\[ d_{\text{laser}} \text{ given by:} \]
\[
d_{\text{vision}} = \sqrt{(x_i - x_{i-1})^2 + (y_i - y_{i-1})^2 + (z_i - z_{i-1})^2}, \tag{1}
\]
\[ d_{\text{laser}} = |l_i - l_{i-1}|. \tag{2} \]

The distances describe the relative position variation of the needle tip in the time domain. The distance obtained with the laser interferometer is used as a reference for evaluating the accuracy of the binocular vision system, the error of the binocular vision system is calculated by

\[ \Delta = d_{\text{vision}} - d_{\text{laser}}. \tag{3} \]

3. System design

3.1. Pinhole camera model and calibration

The pinhole camera model which describes the coordinate relationship of a physical point and the corresponding projection onto the image plane is depicted in Fig. 3. The pinhole camera model includes the pixel coordinate system \([\text{PCS}, (u, v)]\), the image plane coordinate system \([\text{IPCS}, (x, y)]\), the camera coordinate system \([\text{CCS}, (x_c, y_c, z_c)]\) and the world coordinate system \([\text{WCS}, (x_w, y_w, z_w)]\).

![Fig. 3. Pinhole camera model.](image)

The camera coordinate system is located in the optical center \(O_c\), in which \(z_c\) and the image plane are assumed to be mutually perpendicular and \(x_c\) is parallel to the image horizontal axis. The 3D rigid body transformation is adopted to change the world coordinates of a physical point into camera coordinates as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_c \\
  y_c \\
  z_c
\end{bmatrix} = R \begin{bmatrix}
  x_w \\
  y_w \\
  z_w
\end{bmatrix} + T \tag{4}
\]

in which the orientation of the world coordinate system is turned into that of the camera coordinate system by the 3 \(\times\) 3 rotation matrix \(R\), while the offset of the world coordinate origin and the optical center \(O_c\) is denoted by the 3 \(\times\) 1 translation vector \(T\).
When the lens distortions are not considered, the physical point $P$ with camera coordinates is mapped to the image plane linearly along a line starting at the optical center $O_c$ to the point $P$, and the intersection of the line with the image plane is a 2D point $P_n$ on the image plane. The geometrical relationship of the similar triangles is utilizing to represent the transformational relation of the camera coordinate and the corresponding image plane coordinate as follows:

$$
x = f \frac{x_c}{z_c}, \quad y = f \frac{y_c}{z_c}, \quad z = f,
$$

the relationship written in the matrix form is given by:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z_c
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
f & 0 & 0 \\
0 & f & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_c \\
y_c \\
z_c
\end{bmatrix},
$$

where $f$ denotes the focal length of the camera which indicates the distance from the optical center $O_c$ to the image plane.

The transformational relation of the pixel coordinates and the image plane coordinates is given by:

$$
u = \frac{x}{dx} + u_0
$$

$$
v = \frac{y}{dy} + v_0
$$

and the matrix form is expressed as:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
u \\
v \\
1
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{dx} & 0 & u_0 \\
0 & \frac{1}{dy} & v_0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
1
\end{bmatrix},
$$

where $dx, dy$ represents the pixel size on the image plane in the orientation of $x$ and $y$, while the coordinate of the principal point which represents the origin of the image plane coordinate system is denoted by $(u_0, v_0)$ with respect to the left bottom corner of the image plane.

The overall projection equation describing the conversion relationship between the world coordinates and the corresponding pixel coordinates is given by:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
u \\
v \\
1
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{dx} & 0 & u_0 \\
0 & \frac{1}{dy} & v_0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
f & 0 & 0 \\
0 & f & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_w \\
y_w \\
z_w
\end{bmatrix},
$$

$$
= I_M \begin{bmatrix}
R & T
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_w \\
y_w \\
z_w
\end{bmatrix},
$$

where $I_M$ denotes the camera intrinsic parameters, and the structural parameters of the camera are represented as $R, T$. 
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Zhang’s calibration method [25] was adopted to conduct the stereo calibration of the binocular vision system. As shown in Fig. 4, a standard chessboard placed on a white background plane has $9 \times 12$ divisions, each of which is a $6\,\text{mm} \times 6\,\text{mm}$ square. The distance between the lens and the chessboard is about 17 cm which is close to the distance between the lens and the needle mounted on the robot. Twenty sets of the chessboard images with different angles and positions were sampled by the two cameras. The binocular vision system is calibrated and the results are listed in Table 1, where $I_l$, $I_r$, are intrinsic matrices of the two cameras, $R$, and $T$ are regarded as the structure parameters describing the relative position and posture of the two cameras.

![Fig. 4. Calibration. (a) calibration setup. (b) Left camera calibration images. (c) Right camera calibration images.](image)

Table 1. Camera calibration results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calibration parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left camera intrinsic matrix $I_l$</td>
<td>$\begin{bmatrix} 1909.84 &amp; 0 &amp; 932.97 \ 0 &amp; 1910.22 &amp; 657.90 \ 0 &amp; 0 &amp; 1 \end{bmatrix}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right camera intrinsic matrix $I_r$</td>
<td>$\begin{bmatrix} 1923.38 &amp; 0 &amp; 935.88 \ 0 &amp; 1914.32 &amp; 729.04 \ 0 &amp; 0 &amp; 1 \end{bmatrix}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation structure matrix $R$</td>
<td>$\begin{bmatrix} 0.862 &amp; -0.020 &amp; -0.507 \ 0.036 &amp; 0.999 &amp; 0.022 \ 0.506 &amp; -0.037 &amp; 0.861 \end{bmatrix}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation structure matrix $T$</td>
<td>$\begin{bmatrix} 72.047 \ 2.138 \ 14.041 \end{bmatrix}^T$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are 88 corner points in a single chessboard image. The pixel coordinates of the corner points on the chessboard can be calculated using the calibration parameters. The comparison of the calculated coordinates and the pixel coordinates of the corner points extracted from the images captured by the cameras are accomplished. The reprojection errors of the coordinates described in Fig. 5 indicates that the reprojection errors of the two cameras are mostly within the range of ±0.5 pixels and that the mean reprojection errors of both cameras are 0.052 pixels and 0.055 pixels which proves adequate accuracy of the calibration.
3.2. Image processing and needle tip extraction

It is necessary to process the images to extract the pixel coordinates of the needle tip automatically and accurately. Figure 6 shows a scheme for image processing and pixel coordinates extraction for the needle tip.

At first the needle was placed between the white background plane and the lens. The color needle image on the white plane with random background noises was collected by the cameras as shown in Fig. 7a. By means of the weighted average method which simulates the sensitivity of the human eye to different colors, the color needle image was converted into the grayscale image as described in Fig. 7b to improve the contrast of the image and speed up the calculation.

The original image contains a mass of random noise generated during the image acquisition. The undesirable noise can easily induce the geometric distortion in the image and directly affect the accuracy of pixel coordinate extraction of the needle tip. Median filtering is applied to blur the image and suppress the noise. According to the Median filtering, the gray values of pixels
inside a filter window were replaced with the median of gray values of the pixels to eliminate isolated noise points. The median filtering is given by:

$$g(x, y) = \text{median}\{f(x - i, y - j)\}, \quad (i, j) \in W,$$

where $W$ is the filter window, $g(x, y)$, $f(x, y)$ denote the gray value of the pixels in the filter window. Figure 7c shows the image after the median filtering. Binarization of the image was performed to distinguish the extracted needle and its background according to the differences in grayscale characteristics. Base on a threshold $T$, the grayscale image is transformed into a binary image of only two colours (gray values 0 and 255). The binarization process converts the pixel grayscale in the image into 255 when it is greater than or equal to the threshold $T$, while transforming the pixel grayscale under the threshold $T$ into 0. The binarization operation is given by:

$$f(x, y) = \begin{cases} 255 & f(x, y) \geq T \\ 0 & f(x, y) < T \end{cases}$$

where $f(x, y)$ denotes the gray value of the pixel. The grayscale image converted into the binary image is shown in Fig. 7d where the threshold value $T$ is determined as 105 according to the light condition in the experiment.

As Fig. 7d shows, there is more than one connected component in the binary image. Most of the small connected components are background noises and of no interest and should be eliminated. The statistics of the area of each connected component were obtained and the components in which the area is less than a certain threshold were deleted. The threshold area value was set to 4500 pixels and the effect of the elimination is depicted in Fig. 7e.

The selection of the edge detection algorithm is of importance in image processing. Some operators such as Prewitt operator, Sobel operator, and Robert operator are sensitive to noise and
failed to form a closed edge area [26, 27]. Canny operator [28] can be used in many different scenarios and has satisfied the requirements for edge detection effects with the merits of low error detection rate, low missing detection rate, and high accuracy of edge positioning. The Canny edge operator extracts edges through searching for a local gradient maximum of the image and creating a binary mask that includes the edges of the needle by the first threshold of 40 and the second threshold of 80. The edge features of the needle in the binary image were extracted by the Canny edge operator as shown in Fig. 7f. All the pixel coordinates of the needle feature edges were obtained and the down corner position pixel coordinate \((x_0, y_0)\) of the needle feature edge pixel coordinates is regarded as the pixel coordinate of the needle tip.

3.3. Stereo matching

In the binocular vision system, the images of the needle at different positions and orientations were acquired by the two cameras. The needle tips in the two images were matching and the camera coordinates of the needle tip were estimated.

The epipolar geometry constraint is extensively used in stereo matching. The geometry relationship of the two cameras is illustrated in Fig. 8, a physical point \(P_w\) in space is projected to the 2D points \(P_l\) in the left image and \(P_r\) in the right image, the optical centers of the two cameras are visualized by the points \(O_{cl}\) and \(O_{cr}\). All the points mentioned above satisfy the epipolar geometry constraint [29–31].

The epipolar constraint depends on the cameras’ intrinsic and structure parameters. Once the parameters are given, the epipolar line in the right image with respect to point \(P_l\) in the left image can be estimated and the searching space is compressed to the 1D line. According to the epipolar geometric relationship, there is a mapping between the 2D point in the left image and the epipolar line in the right image. The fundamental matrix \(F\) with a rank of 2 is an algebraic representation defined to represent the mapping relationship [25–27]. The relationship of the fundamental matrix \(F\) and the coordinates of the 2D projection points \(P_l[u_l, v_l, 1]\), \(P_r[u_r, v_r, 1]\) is as follows:

\[
P_l^T F P_r = \begin{bmatrix} u_l & v_l & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} f_{11} & f_{12} & f_{13} \\ f_{21} & f_{22} & f_{23} \\ f_{31} & f_{32} & f_{33} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} u_r \\ v_r \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} = 0.
\]

(12)
The matrix equation can be expanded as:
\[ u_l u_r f_{11} + u_l v_r f_{12} + u_l f_{13} + v_l v_r f_{22} + v_l f_{23} + u_r f_{31} + v_r f_{32} + f_{33} = 0. \] (13)

The fundamental matrix \( F \) is transferred into the column vector form as follows:
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
u_l u_r & u_l v_r & u_l & v_l & u_r & v_r & 1
\end{bmatrix} \cdot F^* = 0,
\] (14)
where \( F^* = (f_{11}, f_{12}, f_{13}, f_{21}, f_{22}, f_{23}, f_{31}, f_{32}, f_{33}) \). Given the set of \( n \) sets of points, the following equation can be obtained:
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
u_l^n u_r^n & u_l^n v_r^n & u_l^n & v_l^n & u_r^n & v_r^n & 1
\end{bmatrix} \cdot F^* = 0.
\] (15)

Theoretically, it only takes eight sets of feature point coordinates to solve the fundamental matrix \( F \) [32]. In the actual stereo matching process, more than eight sets of feature point coordinates are used. By solving the equation (15) with the least-squares method, the fundamental matrix is:
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
-5.3121 \times 10^{-8} & 1.2930 \times 10^{-6} & -0.0011 \\
2.2319 \times 10^{-6} & -2.1695 \times 10^{-7} & 0.0103 \\
-0.0017 & -0.0137 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\] (16)

Due to the error induced from the camera distortion, the camera calibration, the feature points extraction, and the fundamental matrix estimation, the actual feature point falls on the region with a distance from the epipolar line as illustrated in Fig. 9. The distance \( d(P_r, l_r) \) from the actual feature point \( P_r \) to the corresponding epipolar line \( l_r \) is calculated by:
\[
d(P_r, l_r) = \frac{\left| (P_r)^T \cdot F \cdot P_l \right|}{\sqrt{(F \cdot P_l)_1^2 + (F \cdot P_l)_2^2}}.
\] (17)

There are 88 corner points in the chessboard calibration target with \( 9 \times 12 \) divisions. Twenty sets of chessboard images were sampled by the binocular vision system, the 1760 sets of corner point pixel coordinates in the left chessboard images, as well as the corresponding epipolar line in the right chessboard image, were extracted and generated, the distance from the corner point
to the corresponding epipolar line was estimated. The distance from the 1760 corner points is shown in Fig. 10, the mean distance of the epipolar line and the corresponding corner point is 0.3807 pixels, the maximum distance is 0.5750 pixels. The results indicate that the right matching points are close to the epipolar lines generated by the left matching points. By means of epipolar constraints, the right matching points are searched along the corresponding epipolar lines with the region of 2 pixels and the position of the needle tip is validated.

Fig. 10. The distance from the corner points to the corresponding epipolar lines.

3.4. Camera coordinate estimation for the needle tip

The camera coordinates of the needle tip are acquired and calculated with the parameters obtained from the binocular cameras. After the image processing, the pixel coordinates of the needle tip in the two cameras are extracted accurately and satisfy the epipolar constraint. The corresponding image plane coordinates denoted by \( p_1 = (x_1, y_1) \), \( p_2 = (x_2, y_2) \) are calculated by equation (7). The camera coordinates of both cameras are \( P_{c1}(x_{c1}, y_{c1}, z_{c1}) \) and \( P_{c2}(x_{c2}, y_{c2}, z_{c2}) \) respectively from which the information on the depth \( z_{c1}, z_{c2} \) needs to be calculated. The conversion relation of the camera coordinates and the image plane coordinates of the two cameras can be derived from equation (5) as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_{c1} &= \frac{x_1 z_{c1}}{f_1}, & y_{c1} &= \frac{y_1 z_{c1}}{f_1}, \\
    x_{c2} &= \frac{x_2 z_{c2}}{f_2}, & y_{c2} &= \frac{y_2 z_{c2}}{f_2},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( f_1, f_2 \) is the focal length of the two cameras.

The position and orientation relationship between the two cameras as well as the camera coordinates of the feature points can be depicted as:

\[
P_{c1} = RP_{c2} + T,
\]

where the rotation matrix \( R \) and the translation vector \( T \) can be denoted as:

\[
R = \begin{bmatrix}
    r_{11} & r_{12} & r_{13} \\
    r_{21} & r_{22} & r_{23} \\
    r_{31} & r_{32} & r_{33}
\end{bmatrix}, \quad T = \begin{bmatrix}
    t_x \\
    t_y \\
    t_z
\end{bmatrix}.
\]
Equations (18), (19) and (20) were combined and simplified as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{x_1}{f_1} - t_x \\
\frac{y_1}{f_1} - t_y \\
z_c - t_z
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{z_{c2}}{f_2} \begin{bmatrix}
r_{11} & r_{12} & r_{13} \\
r_{21} & r_{22} & r_{23} \\
r_{31} & r_{32} & r_{33}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
x_2 \\
y_2 \\
f_2
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Then the equation (21) can be transformed into:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{x_1}{f_1} - t_x \\
\frac{y_1}{f_1} - t_y \\
1 - t_z
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{z_{c1}}{f_2} \begin{bmatrix}
r_{11} & r_{12} & r_{13} \\
r_{21} & r_{22} & r_{23} \\
r_{31} & r_{32} & r_{33}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
x_2 \\
y_2 \\
1
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Equation (22) was solved through the singular value decomposition (SVD) method and the depth information \(z_{c1}\), \(z_{c2}\) was estimated. The camera coordinates of the needle tip were reconstructed automatically from the images acquired by the binocular vision system.

4. System evaluation

The needle tip measurement system was established as described in Section 2.2. The intrinsic and structure parameters of the binocular cameras were obtained after Zhang’s calibration illustrated in Section 3.1. Then the needle was placed in the field of view of the two cameras and the images were acquired by the cameras. Based on the needle images, the algorithm mentioned in Sections 3.2–3.4 was executed to estimate the needle tip coordinates. The average cost time of the algorithm is under 0.46s based on the C++ OpenCV code on a personal computer with a Core i7-7700 CPU 3.60 GHz, 8 GB RAM. The results of cost time calculation indicate that the proposed algorithm can meet the requirements of real-time needle tip detection.

The performance of the needle tip measurement system was evaluated using the measurement capability analysis (MCA) procedure [33, 34]. In the MCA procedure, the needle tip displacement results measured by the binocular vision system are compared with those collected by the laser interferometer. The MCA procedure used in the binocular vision system evaluation consists of accuracy analysis, agreement analysis, and repeatability analysis.

4.1. Accuracy analysis

In the accuracy analysis, the needle was commanded to move in 2 mm increments 14 times in the \(x\)-direction of the robot. The errors are calculated by equation (3) and shown in Fig. 11. The maximum error and the mean error of the binocular vision system is 0.3621 mm and 0.2824 mm compared to the laser interferometer. The correlation between the two comparison results is evaluated by the R-squared value method. The two results are correlated when the R-squared value is larger than 0.75. The R-squared value of the needle displacement between the two methods is 0.8794 by statistical analysis, indicating that the binocular vision system exceeds the accuracy criterion significantly and is adequately accurate for needle tip automated inspection.
4.2. Agreement analysis

In the accuracy analysis, the needle was moved by a fixed distance of 2 mm. The relative position of two points at a random distance in the designed stroke was not considered. Thus, the agreement analysis was proposed to represent the degree of consistency of the two measurement results at random distances. The Bland–Altman analysis [35] and the Pearson correlation coefficient were used to evaluate the agreement of measured displacement between the binocular vision system and the laser interferometer. The needle tip was driven 5 times with a step length of 2 mm within a displacement scope of 2 mm to 28 mm each time. The differences of the needle displacement between the binocular vision system and the laser interferometer were calculated and compared. The Bland–Altman plot for the results is shown in Fig. 12. The mean value of the differences between the two methods is 0.29 mm, the 96% confidence interval of the mean value of the displacement difference is [0.15, 0.43]. The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.999847 which means that the two methods are in high agreement and linear correlation.
4.3. Repeatability analysis

The acceptability and stability of the inherent error of the proposed binocular vision system in the short term are evaluated by a repeatability analysis. The measurement number for the repeatability analysis is selected between 4 to 10 according to [33]. Five measurement processes were tested and the repeatability analysis was conducted. The results of the repeatability test are shown in Fig. 13. The repeatability analysis is evaluated using the $P/T$ ratio:

$$P/T = \frac{6\sigma_{ms}}{USL - LSL} \times 100\%,$$

(23)

where $\sigma_{ms}$ represents the mean variance of 70 displacements of the needle tip measured, $USL–LSL$ is the tolerance range of the displacement in the pre-defined specification limits. The repeatability of the measurement system is proved when the $P/T$ ratio is less than 20%. The mean variance of the displacement $\sigma_{ms}$ is 0.017 mm, while the tolerance range of the displacement is 0.62 mm. The $P/T$ ratio value of the binocular vision system on the needle tip displacement is 16.42% which validates the adequate repeatability of the binocular vision system.

![Fig. 13. Repeatability test results of the displacement measuring by the binocular vision system and the laser interferometer.](image)

5. Conclusions

In order to inspect the needle tip position of the robot used in percutaneous prostate intervention accurately, an automatic robust measuring system based on the binocular cameras is designed and evaluated. The proposed binocular vision system is supposed to improve the accuracy of the needle tip position in the preliminary robot research. Furthermore, the system can work with the MRI technology to detect the needle tip position by coordinate transformation during the real prostate intervention. The needle tip measuring system is composed of a standalone PC, two CMOS cameras and a white background plane. The PC controls the cameras and implements the image processing algorithms.

The proposed system is calibrated by Zhang’s calibration method firstly and the parameters of the binocular cameras are obtained. The needle images on the white background are acquired and a needle tip extraction algorithm is designed to obtain the pixel coordinates of the needle tip.
without any marked point, the stereo matching is then completed and the spatial coordinates of the needle tip are estimated with the epipolar constraint.

A laser interferometer with high accuracy and resolution is used to evaluate the position accuracy of the needle tip. The position inspection is converted into distance measurement and the distances acquired by the laser interferometer are defined as reference values for eliminating the coordinate transformation error. The MCA procedure characterized by accuracy, agreement, and repeatability is used to evaluate the system comprehensively. The maximum error and the mean error of the proposed system are 0.3621 mm and 0.2824 mm respectively and the R-squared value of the needle displacement is 0.8794 which proves good accuracy of the system. The agreement analysis with the laser interferometer is conducted by using the Bland–Altman analysis and Pearson correlation coefficient. The 96% confidence interval of the mean value of the displacement difference is [0.15, 0.43] and the Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.999847 which means that the two methods are in high agreement and linear correlation. The $P/T$ ratio value of the binocular vision system on the needle tip displacement is 16.42% proving the adequate repeatability of the system in the repeatability analysis. According to the evaluation results, the binocular vision system is appropriate for the needle tip measuring application in the needle insertion robot development.
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